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Your Product + TeamViewer IoT = New Innovative Solution

Enhance your products with IoT connectivity 
and take your product to the next level!

Evolve your devices/machinery to an innovative solution
More and more devices/machinery are accessible through 
remote connectivity. Accessibility from anywhere at anytime 
is a prerequisite. Your devices can now be accessed and 
managed through an online dashboard from every PC, 
Smartphone or Tablet. No matter which OS it is running. Put 
your customers in control of their devices and machines.

 Enable instant remote access, support, and     
      management for edge devices

 Offer your hardware with TeamViewer 
      preinstalled to facilitate customer success

 Expand your business model by offering services 

  Increase customer satisfaction and reduce your                
      service costs  

  Create a competitive edge comparison to the pure       
      gateway producers

Benefits of TeamViewer IoT

  TeamViewer is the leading expert for remote support  and remote access for more than 14 years
  End-to-end encryption using RSA 2048-bit private/public key exchange and AES 256-bit encryption
  Fully cloud-based, highly scalable infrastructure

WHY TeamViewer IoT



TeamViewer IoT at a glance
 

Operate touch 
control panels 

remotely 
(“Remote Screen”) 

Access your 
front-end machine 

management 
remotely 

(“AppControl”)

Get full control 
accessing the 
command line 

with our Remote 
Terminal

Get dashboard 
insights with near 

real-time edge 
visualizations 

of IoT data

Rule engine to set 
multi-conditional 
rules to triggering 
alarms and next 

action(s)

Latest features of TeamViewer IoT

AppControl
AppControl provides the ability to create a custom user 
interface for the device or system coming without a GUI. The UI 
is a HTML page which is stored on the device. The HTML page 
can be fully customized and can so reflect any use case. All 
sensors and actuators are registered in TeamViewer IoT and 
can be accessed by this feature.

Remote Terminal
The Remote Terminal provides access to the Linux shell on the 
device, hence full access to the operating system. It provides 
access to the linux shell on the device, and so let's the user 
allow to call any commands to control either his programs on 
the device or even the full operating system.

EdgeManagement
The edge management is application provided by TeamViewer 
which is using AppControl. It provides the possibility to:

 view the data processed on the device in real time
 create rules reacting on the data which are processed    
      directly on the edge
 set up the MQTT API and its clients via a graphical user   
      interface and so enabling a very easy way to integrate 
      sensors and other peripherals

Remote Screen
The remote screen feature allows the user to access a screen 
attached to the edge device with 3 different grabbing methods:

 Framebuffer grabbing
 Grabbing of a X11 session
 Directly accessing a QT application processed on the device

The X11 and QT method provide the possibility to view the 
content of the screen and take control over it.


